Looking to take

your POS mobile?

Agilysys
INFOGENESIS
FLEX

®

Get your hands on the industry’s first dependable,
full-featured mobile POS experience.

TRANSFORMING HOSPITALITY BY BUILDING

LASTING CONNECTIONS

INFOGENESIS FLEx
®

You’re under pressure to differentiate guest service
from your competitors.

Full-featured POS in the palm of
your hand

Combine this with the fact that guest expectations continue to increase with a growing population that demands
greater convenience. In fact, according to a recent Forrester Research report, consumers will own 257 million
smartphones and 126 million tablets by 2016. And that’s just in the U.S.

Select the easy-to-manage and easy-to-access tablet options that
work best for you. No matter your choice, you get the full power of
InfoGenesis® POS so servers can cover greater areas in less time,
without ever losing touch with guests.

Serving this population in a more meaningful and quicker fashion is where InfoGenesis® Flex shines. Whether
you’re serving dozens of guests or thousands, you succeed in your business because you appreciate the value of
every single relationship. POS mobility helps forge those lasting relationships with your guests.

Let InfoGenesis Flex, the leader in POS mobility, do the work for you.
Boost guest spending with mobile tablets that facilitate order placement and payment
acceptance without ever leaving your guests. Servers are readily available to satisfy guest’s
immediate requests while providing faster service.
Accommodate more guests when you augment stationary terminals with mobile alternatives
using the same unlimited POS functionality. And with broad temperature tolerance, drop and
shock resistance and long battery life, you’re always ready to take more orders.
Unprecedented payment security with PCI-validated P2PE (point-to-point encryption) when
integrated with rGuest® Pay.
24/7 access to advanced support from an established industry leader who has a reputation for
quality and a proven track record of exceptional customer service.

Transform Your POS Revenue
InfoGenesis Flex keeps revenue flowing in your most demanding, highest-volume environments, with no
performance loss.
• Streamlined operational management working from virtually anywhere with complete access to all
InfoGenesis tools and reports, even when you’re not on the floor.
• Grow at your own pace. Scale to hundreds of full-featured POS tablets in a single location.
• Reliable signature capture right on the tablet.
• Consistent interfaces allow staff to switch seamlessly from terminals to tablets, and back again, without
missing a beat.
www.agilysys.com | 877-369-6208

Accommodate More Guests
Bring full POS functionality right to your guests – no matter where they
are on property – with the InfoGenesis Flex Series 3 – 8” tablet. Keep
guest service operating smoothly with quick, employee ID card login.

A Conventional & Mobile Terminal In One
Choose what works best based on guest flow. The InfoGenesis Flex
Series 3 – 10” tablet is equally at home as a traditional, stationary
terminal that converts to a mobile service tablet.

Convenient Payment Acceptance
The iSMP Companion is a secure, Bluetooth-capable payment device
for use with the InfoGenesis Flex Series 3 - 8” tablet. Designed
to operate in harsh environments indoors or out, its lightweight,
compact form fits comfortably in your hand or apron pocket.

Mix & Match Mobile POS

Combine your preferred tablet sizes with convertible
terminals that become line-busting hand-helds
on demand. Add peripherals to InfoGenesis Flex
10” tablet as a fixed terminal alternative for a fullfeatured mobile POS experience.
• USB cash drawers, scales and scanners
• Terminal stand and case for the 10” tablet
• Charging base for 8” and 10” tablets - and full
docking station for 10” tablets
• Secure, validated P2PE (point-to-point
encrypted) Bluetooth payment device

About Agilysys

Agilysys is a leading developer and marketer of proprietary enterprise software, services and solutions to the
hospitality industry. The company specializes in market-leading point-of-sale, property management, inventory
and procurement, workforce management, analytics, document management, and mobile and wireless
solutions that are designed to streamline operations, improve efficiency and enhance the guest experience.
Agilysys serves four major market sectors: Gaming, both corporate and tribal; Hotels, Resorts and Cruise;
Foodservice Management; and Restaurants, Universities, Stadia and Healthcare. Agilysys operates extensively
throughout North America, Europe and Asia, with corporate services located in Alpharetta, GA, and offices in
Singapore, Hong Kong and Malaysia. For more information, visit www.agilysys.com.

If you would like more information about how Agilysys Hospitality Solutions can help you
streamline operations and maximize profit, email sales@agilysys.com or call 877-369-6208.
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